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1. Goals and 		
objectives.
Summit County is a world-renowned winter sports destination.
As the number of visitors continues to grows, the County is seeking
to improve public transit in the region.

service, retail, and hospitality jobs, and many of
these employees do not live close to their place of
employment (often due to the lack of affordable
housing). For example, many of these employees
live in communities such as Kamas or Heber City,
where public transit is infrequent or unavailable,
compelling them to commute using a private
vehicle. As a result, these individuals are often
forced to spend a significant portion of their income
on transportation.

1.1 Transit goals in Summit County.
Understanding the community’s goals for their transit
system is an important first step when evaluating changes
to the network. Goals generally define a desired result or
outcome, and allow us to make trade-offs and evaluate
service alternatives in a methodical manner.
The following goals for Summit County’s new transit
system were identified through in-depth stakeholder
interviews, and are listed in order of priority based on
that engagement:
1.

2.

Reduce traffic congestion: This was the most
cited goal. Specifically, congestion on SR-224 was
highlighted, and to a lesser extent the Kimball
Junction I-80 exit, SR-248, and Main Street.
Congestion is generally worse during major events or
in the winter, when exceptional weather results in the
closure of other nearby ski resorts outside Summit
County (e.g. Big and Little Cottonwood Canyons).
In addition, congestion throughout the year impacts
many, resulting in inconsistent travel times, reduced
productivity, and generally lower quality of life. In the
longer-term, the Military Installation Development
Authority (MIDA) Mayflower project (expected to be
complete by 2025) is likely to increase congestion on
the SR-248 corridor.
Improve job access: This was the second most
cited goal. Summit County has a large number of
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3.

Reduce demand for parking: Many residents and
businesses, in particular ski resorts, would like to
see reduced demand for parking, making it easier for
those who have no choice but to drive to access these
areas. Main Street in Park City, the ski resort bases,
and Kimball Junction were mentioned as the areas
where finding parking can be difficult. Ecker Hill
Park & Ride was frequently mentioned as a location
where surplus parking is usually available, but its
inconvenient location in relation to I-80 deters many
visitors from using this facility. Spillover parking
on residential streets, from visitors to popular
local trailheads, is also a source of frequent access
challenges in several Park City neighborhoods.

4.

Support tourism: Due to its proximity to Salt
Lake City International Airport, Summit County is
unique in that many visitors do not rely on a private
vehicle during their trip, particularly during the
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The five main goals for a public transit
system in Summit County

winter when the majority of activities (e.g. snow
sports, dining, and major events) are centrally
located. Many visitors cite this as a reason to
continue to visit the area, as there are very few
vacation destinations in the United States where
this is possible. Continuing to invest in the area’s
transit system will help to build on its reputation
as a destination for car-free skiing and recreation.
However, the ongoing COVID-19 crisis is likely
to cause a shift in tourism from visitors arriving
by air to visitors who drive in from Utah or
neighboring states. These visitors are less likely
to use public transit when they arrive and may
choose to recreate in backcountry areas to avoid
crowding at the larger resorts.
5.

Minimize environmental impact: Many Summit
County residents and leaders recognize the importance
of protecting Summit County’s natural environment.
In particular, the impact of transportation on
climate change and air quality were cited as
two reasons for additional investment in public
transportation. As a destination for snow sports,
warmer winters could reduce the length and quality
of the winter season.

Several other goals were identified, although they
were not mentioned as frequently as those listed
above. They include:
ɔ

Improving access to healthcare, particularly
for patients at the People’s Health Clinic and
Park City Hospital

ɔ

Providing transportation and independence
for those who are unable to drive, such as
children, seniors, and those with disabilities

ɔ

Improving access to trailheads and outdoor
activities

ɔ

Enabling local residents to reduce private
vehicle dependence

ɔ

Create more walkable, human-scale areas
that enhance the region’s appeal to tourists

Summit County Transit Study
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There are a couple important objectives which can be
drawn from the goals and their priority as listed above:
1.

Ridership: A service network that will deliver high
ridership is important as this will have the largest
impact on the primary goal of reduced traffic
congestion (Goal #1). Every trip completed using
public transit helps to remove vehicles from Summit
County roads so maximizing ridership is important,
particularly along congested corridors, such as
SR-224. In addition, a high-ridership network will
also reduce demand for parking (#3) and have the
greatest environmental benefits (#5). Traditionally,
high-ridership networks are those that focus on
frequency and speed along clear and efficient
primary corridors, rather than maximizing the
geographic coverage of the network.

Coverage: The network should focus on serving areas
where retail, hospitality, and service workers live
and are employed. Not only will this help to achieve
the goal of improved job access, but these are also
the locations where tourists are likely to travel (#4),
which will ensure the transit network also supports
the goal of increasing tourism. There was less interest
in expanding service into areas with many second
homes, or where higher-income local residents are
located, although this is still desirable if feasible.
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Common transit user groups and their objectives.

Service,
hospitality,
and retail
employees

Tourists
and visitors

Local
residents

These individuals typically commute to
the Snyderville Basin from other parts
of Summit County, Wasatch County,
or Salt Lake County. They often have
below median income and use public
transportation to reduce expenses or
because they lack access to a vehicle.
They are the workforce that supports the
major industries in Summit County—
resorts, hotels, restaurants, retail stores,
and other service providers.

These individuals are visiting from
locations as close as Salt Lake City and
as far away as the other side of the world.
In the winter, they typically visit for snow
sports or to attend major events such
as the Sundance Film Festival. In the
summer, they typically visit for outdoor
activities such as hiking or biking. Some
of these guests may have access to free
transportation in Park City using shuttles
operated by their hotel or resort. While
the area draws international tourists
throughout the year, the summer season
attracts more local and regional visitors
than the winter.

These individuals live in Summit County,
mainly in the Snyderville Basin. Many
were attracted to the area for the lifestyle
and are considered upper-middle class.
They typically own their own private
vehicle. Many of these residents have
children, who are also potential users of
a transit service.

Summit County Transit Study

Frequency and travel time: They typically work
long hours and value their limited free time
Service hours: They often start work early or finish
late in the evening as they usually need to arrive
before guests and/or leave after them
Coverage: They often live in areas with more
affordable housing, which may be lower density and/
or far from Park City
Demographics: Many of these employees are
Spanish-speaking and require Spanish-language
engagement materials

Simplicity: They are often unfamiliar with the
route network and prefer services that are easy to
understand and use, with minimal transfers
Coverage: They are typically staying in Snyderville
Basin and travelling to Park City Main Street, the
resorts, or their accommodation
Convenience and comfort: Particularly during the
cold winters, convenience and comfort are important
when using the service. They are on vacation and do
not want to walk long distances or wait outside for
long periods, particularly when carrying luggage or
snow sports equipment

Frequency and travel time: They have the choice of
driving their own vehicle but may use transit to avoid
the hassle of finding parking if it is relatively quick
Environmental impact: They care about their
impact on air quality and the climate and seek to
travel in ways that minimize their carbon footprint
Coverage: They may live in a neighborhood that was
not designed with transit in mind, meaning they are
located far from an existing bus stop
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Park City Transit is the current operator of most public transit service in Summit
County, with the majority of routes operating in or near Park City proper.

1.2 Methodology.
Goals were identified through stakeholder interviews
and a review of existing plans and policies. The following
organizations and individuals were interviewed between
September 23, 2020 and November 1, 2020.
ɒ

Basin Recreation Trails & Open Space Manager - Matt
Wagoner

ɒ

Canyons Village Management Association (CVMA)
Planner - John Simmons

ɒ

Outlets Park City General Manager - Candice Peay

ɒ

Park City Chamber Bureau Directors - Bill Malone and
Jennifer Wesselhoff

ɒ

Park City Christian Center - Kendal Reynoso Lukrich

ɒ

Park City Community Foundation Executive Director Katie Wright

ɒ

Park City Mountain Dir. of Base Area Operations - Mike
Lewis

ɒ

Park City Transit Manager - Kim Fjeldsted

ɒ

People’s Health Clinic Director - Beth Armstrong

ɒ

Summit County:

ɒ

Central Wasatch Commission - Blake Perez

ɒ

Coalville City Mayor - Trever Johnson

ɑ

Economic Development- Jeff Jones

ɒ

Deer Valley Resort Transportation Coordinator Victoria Schlaepfer

ɑ

County Manager - Tom Fisher

ɑ

Senior Transportation Planner - Jamie Dansie

General Public Transit Advocates:

ɑ

Public Works Director - Derrick Radke

ɒ

ɑ

Bev Harrison

ɑ

Anne Assman (Seniors Rep)

ɒ

Summit County Council:
ɑ

Doug Clyde - Council Chair

ɒ

Hideout Planner - Thomas Eddington Jr

ɑ

Glenn Wright - Council Member

ɒ

Hideout Town Administrator - Jan McCosh

ɑ

Roger Armstrong - Council Member

ɒ

Henefer City Mayor - Kay Richins

ɑ

ɒ

Kamas City Mayor - Matt McCormick

Chris Robinson - Council Member
and JTAB Rep

ɒ

Military Installation Development Authority (MIDA) Ashley Burr

ɑ

Kim Carson - Council Member and JTAB Rep

ɒ

Mountainland Association of Governments
Transportation Planning Director - Shawn Seager

Summit County Transit Study

ɒ

Wasatch County Asst. County Manager - Dustin Grabau

ɒ

Woodward Park City Marketing Director - Andy Miller

ɒ

UDOT Transit Manager - Tim Boschert
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A map showing some of the incorporated municipalities within
Summit County, UT in pink. Source: mountaintownnews.net

1.3 Existing network feedback.
Many stakeholders provided feedback on the existing
transit options in Summit County. Common themes
identified in this feedback are highlighted below. These
comments largely refer to the network prior to recent
service cuts due to COVID-19 and its impact on ridership.
Coverage: The most common comment from
stakeholders was that they would like to use transit
more, but they do not live within easy walking distance
of a bus stop. This is particularly relevant during the
winter, when walking can be difficult due to weather and
sidewalk conditions (e.g. high snowbanks at some bus
stops).
Travel time: The second most common comment was
that using transit ‘takes too long’. All stakeholders who
provided input during this phase of the study have access
to a private vehicle but many represented groups who
do not. Those with cars find it difficult to justify the
additional time required to use transit unless they live
along one of the more direct Park City Transit routes.
1

They would like to see more direct routes but also
recognize that there is a trade-off because they also want
buses to travel closer to their home.
Transfers: Many stakeholders would like to see fewer
transfers required in the system, allowing more direct
trips. In particular, those travelling to/from Ecker Hill
Park and Ride, Deer Valley, and Salt Lake City may be
avoiding transit due to the requirement to transfer at
Kimball Junction.
Frequency: Many stakeholders would like to see
increased service frequencies to minimize wait and
transfer times.
Reliability: In general, most stakeholders felt the buses
were usually on-time. However, during peak periods
(such as major events or on powder days1), buses are
often caught in the same congestion as everyone else,
meaning they are usually late on the days when they
would offer the largest benefit.
Service hours: Most stakeholders felt that transit service

Days immediately following a fresh snowfall when ski resorts are especially busy

Summit County Transit Study
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hours were adequate for their personal needs, but those
that represented service, hospitality, and retail workers
recognize that these individuals may require longer
service spans.
Vehicle quality: There were no concerns raised about
vehicle type or quality. Many stakeholders commented
on their relative preference for the electric buses
operating the White Route (Route 10).
Dial-a-Ride: This service does not seem to be wellknown or frequently used.

1.4 Underserved geographies.
The following areas were mentioned as key destinations
that should be served by the County’s transit service. They
are listed in order of priority.
Heber City (and other parts of Wasatch County): Many
service, hospitality, and retail employees live in this area, due
to lower housing costs, but work in the Snyderville Basin.
Wasatch County has no dedicated transit funding and there
are currently no public transit services between Wasatch
County and Summit County. Further, as the Mayflower,
Hideout, and other Wasatch County areas quickly grow, so
too will the additional demand for transit services between
and among Summit and Wasatch counties.

Kamas: Like Wasatch County, many service, hospitality, and
retail employees live in the Kamas Valley and commute to
the Snyderville Basin, including Park City. The Black Route
(Route 11) provides a limited number of peak-hour services
between Kamas and Park City.
Quinn’s Junction: Park City Hospital and nearby
destinations would benefit from improved transit service
to and from Quinn’s Junction. In the future, there will be a
Park and Ride facility added nearby, increasing the need for
improved transit.
Northern Snyderville Basin: The areas surrounding
Kimball Junction, such as Jeremy Ranch, Summit Park, Silver
Creek, and Silver Summit were all mentioned as potential
areas for additional service, although it was understood that
these areas’ low density may make it difficult to provide high
quality and cost-effective service. Improved and more direct
connections from the Ecker Hill and Jeremy Ranch Park
and Rides were also frequently raised as ways to remove
additional private vehicle trips from congested areas. These
areas could be candidates for on-demand transit service.
Coalville and Henefer: There is currently no transit service
in these areas and the mayors of these towns are not aware
of any signficiant demand for service. However, entitled or
future developments in the north Summit area may generate
a higher demand for transit service.

Access to bus stops can be difficult due to snow in the winter.
Source: Tanzi Propst/Park Record

Summit County Transit Study
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2. Existing
conditions
analysis.
caption goes here

The goal of this task is to develop an understanding of
the market for new and existing transit modes in Summit
County. The Existing Conditions Analysis consists
of an evaluation of demographic and socioeconomic
characteristics known to correlate with transit ridership
and an assessment of the performance of existing fixed
route transit services operated by Park City Transit (PCT).

2.1 Socioeconomic analysis.
Below, we review and analyze data on population and
employment density, household income, race and ethnicity,
age, vehicle ownership, and commuting patterns in Summit
County and adjacent portions of Wasatch County. This
memo includes two key maps that summarize the highest
potential areas for transit service—Figure 2: Adjusted
Population Density and Figure 3: Employment Density—
and several supporting maps that provide more detail on
the factors that influence adjusted population density.
On the basis of this review, we have made the following
initial observations, which helped to inform our later
development of transit service alternatives for analysis.
Most of the Summit County population live and work
in the Snyderville Basin, where the existing Park City
Transit system operates. This is illustrated by two key
maps—Figure 2: Adjusted Population Density and Figure 3:
Employment Density—which show the highest need areas
in the Snyderville Basin, including northern and central
areas in Park City municipality, Kimball Junction, Trailside,

Summit County Regional Transit Plan

and Summit Park, and also in Heber City in neighboring
Wasatch County. Heber City is not served by fixed route
transit and this area should be a priority for expanding
transit coverage in the near-term, although additional
funding from Wasatch County would likely be required for
this service expansion.
Smaller population and employment centers with
relatively lower transit demand exist around Francis,
Kamas, and Coalville in Summit County. Of these
locations, only Kamas is currently served by public transit,
Park City Transit’s 11 Black (Kamas Commuter). Serving
these areas with fixed route transit service is inherently
challenging due to these communities’ low population and
employment densities (relative to the Snyderville Basin
and Heber City) as well as the long travel times required to
reach them on the rural road network.
The areas with the highest transit propensity are
in Park City, especially Prospector Square, and in
Kimball Junction, Summit Park, and Heber City. Transit
propensity is a measure of a someone’s likelihood to use
public transit, derived using a widely recognized, standard
methodology that considers the demographics and land
use characteristics in a region. The project team analyzed
the transit propensity for commuting by Summit County
residents using American Community Survey (ACS)
2014-2018 5-Year Estimates. The team determined which
population characteristics are more closely correlated with
transit ridership, analyzing County residents’ commute
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mode choice cross-tabulated by various socioeconomic
categories1 . The results are illustrated in the table
below which shows the relative likelihood of groups
that are most likely to commute by transit in Summit
County. For example, individuals living in a zero-vehicle
household are 16 times more likely to use transit than
the average Summit County resident. The countywide
transit commute mode share is 2.0%, while the zerovehicle household transit commute modeshare is ~32%
(16 times higher).

County average)
ɒ

People living in households earning less than the
federal poverty level (5 times County average)

ɒ

One-vehicle households (4 times County average)

ɒ

People with annual income of less than $15,000
(3-4 times County average)

ɒ

People born outside the United States (3 times
County average)

ɒ

Zero-vehicle households (16 times County average)

Each factor is discussed separately in Sections 3.1.1 -

ɒ

Individuals aged between 16 - 19 years (8 times
County average)

population density, adjusted population density, and

ɒ

People living in households earning 100-150% of
federal poverty level (7 times County average)

ɒ

3.1.10. 3.1.1 – 3.1.3 includes the critical maps, highlighting
employment density. 3.1.4 – 3.1.9 are supporting maps,
and are already factored into 3.1.2 Adjusted Population
Density.

Race other than Non-Hispanic White (5 times

Demographic Group
Zero-Vehicle Households
Age 16 to 19
People living in Households Earning 100-149% of Federal Poverty Level
Race/Ethnicity other than Non-Hispanic White
People living in Households Earning Below 100% of Federal Poverty Level
1-vehicle Households
Annual Income Less than $10,000
Born outside of the United States
Annual Income $10,000 - $14,999
Age 20 to 24
Age 55 to 59
Annual Income $65,000 - 74,999
Age 60 to 64
Annual Income $25,000 - 34,999
Annual Income $15,000 - 24,999
Born in the United States
People living in Households Earning 150% of Federal Poverty Level or More
Annual Income $35,000 - 49,999
Age 25 to 44
Non-Hispanic White
Annual Income $75,000 or More
Age 65+
2+-vehicle Households
Age 45 to 54
Annual Income $50,000 - 64,999

Relative Transit
Propensity
16.39
8.34
7.35
4.93
4.82
3.99
3.77
3.44
3.28
2.22
1.25
0.94
0.87
0.84
0.78
0.65
0.61
0.56
0.53
0.44
0.28
0.24
0.20
0.17
-

Table 1: Transit Propensity Analysis

This analysis was not feasible for neighboring Wasatch County, which has no public transit system and no statistically significant transit ridership to measure. In the following
transit propensity maps, areas of Wasatch County are assumed to share the same demographically derived transit propensity factors as Summit County. ACS tables evaluated
in this analysis include the following: B10001 B08141, B08105, B08111, B01003, B19001, B03002, B25044, B99051, B25010, and C17002.
1
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2.1.1 Population density.
Population density, as measured by persons per square
mile by census block group, and employment density,

smaller areas with population densities of less than
500 people per square mile. The remainder of Summit
County is sparsely populated.

as measured by jobs per square mile by census block

Major areas of expected population growth include the

group, are shown by Figure 1 and Figure 2. The existing

MIDA Mayflower Project Area, where a large ski resort,

PCT fixed route bus network is overlaid on each map

825-room hotel, 1,560 private residences, 90,000 square

in purple. The most densely populated areas are in the

feet of workforce housing, and 250,000 square feet of

neighborhoods of unincorporated Kimball Junction,

commercial and retail facilities are expected to open

Trailside, and Summit Park; in Park City in Park

by 2024.2 Smaller pockets of expected growth include

Meadows and Prospector Square; and Heber City, in

infill development in the Snyderville Basin and areas

Wasatch County. Francis, Kamas, and Coalville have

surrounding Heber City in Wasatch County.

Figure 1: Population density (persons per square mile)

2

https://www.extellutah.com/documents

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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2.1.2 Adjusted population density.
Adjusted population density measures the population
density weighted by the relative transit propensity of
socioeconomic groups (these factors include income,
vehicle ownership, age, disability, and nationality,
and are discussed in the following sections). Adjusted
population density is one of the two key criteria—along
with employment density—that determines where transit
service would provide the greatest benefit for the largest
number of people who are likely to use it. It captures and

assigns a weight value to all the socioeconomic factors
discussed throughout this report. Areas with a higher
density of indicative characteristics are displayed as “higher
need” than others, even if the percentage share of those
factors is smaller. For example, a census tract with a high
percentage of zero vehicle households and individuals aged
16-19 will be weighted heavily and as a result will appear
darker orange on Figure 2. Some areas, such as Prospector
Square and Kimball Junction, appear as higher need, while
other areas, such as Trailside and parts of Summit Park,
appear as lower need.

Figure 2: Adjusted population density
(adjusted persons per square mile)

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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2.1.3 Employment.
Employment density is highly correlated with transit
ridership. In most public transit systems in the United
States, passengers are more likely to take transit for work
trips than for non-work trips, and as a result each job
in a community generates roughly twice as much transit
demand as each resident. Connecting key job centers
is vitally important for any transit system, because if
passengers cannot easily commute via transit, they
are unlikely to use transit for other types of trips. The
densest areas of employment in Summit and Wasatch

counties are located in Kimball Junction, Old Town
Park City, Prospector Square, Quinn’s Junction, Silver
Creek, and Heber City. The most notable employment
clusters include Kimball Junction, with major employers
such as Skull Candy and Rossignol, while large ski areas
such as Park City Mountain and Canyons Village employ
thousands in the Park City area. Many major employers
are also major tourist destinations, creating ridership
from visitors as well as employees. Areas of expected
employment growth include the MIDA Mayflower
Project Area, as well as additional in-fill development in
Kimball Junction and surrounding areas.

Figure 3: Total jobs at major employers (gray bubbles) and jobs
per square mile by Census block group (orange shading)

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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2.1.4 Income.
Low-income households rely on public transportation more
heavily than others, particularly households earning less
than 150% of the federal poverty level. For households with
low incomes, the cost of owning and maintaining a private
car can be burdensome or infeasible, with transportation
taking up a significant share of their household income. For
this reason, most public transit systems in the United States
are predominantly used by people with lower incomes.
Unfortunately, these areas are also more likely to have
infrequent or limited transit services available. A higher
percentage of low-income households is typically indicative
of underlying, and sometimes latent, transit demand.

Lower-income neighborhoods of low to moderate density,
where traditional fixed route service may be difficult to operate
efficiently, are especially good candidates for alternative transit
service models such as on demand transit. In Figure 4 we frame
“low-income” as the density of people living in households that
earn less than 150% of the federal poverty level.3 This metric
is a more precise measure of socioeconomic hardship because
it is adjusted for household size, unlike household income
statistics. While the Park City municipality is well-known for
its high cost of living, it also contains the highest percentage
of low-income residents in the County — there are pockets of
low-income residents living in areas of Old Town, Prospector
Square, and Deer Valley, primarily in rental or employersponsored housing, as shown in dark orange on Figure 4.

Figure 4: Poverty status (percent of residents living in
households earning less than 150% of federal poverty level)

3

For reference, the 150% threshold is an annual income of $19,140 for a single person, $25,860 for a couple, and $39,300 for a family of four.

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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2.1.5 Vehicle ownership.
Households without a privately-owned vehicle are
more likely to use public transit than those with access
to one or more vehicles. Zero-vehicle households are
typically composed of young or low-income people, or

seasonal workers from outside the region, though some
other households may choose to forgo car ownership
for legal, medical, environmental, or other reasons.
The areas with the highest percentage of zero-vehicle
households are the areas surrounding Kimball Junction,
parts of Park City, and central areas in Heber City.

Figure 5: Zero-vehicle households

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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2.1.6 Age.
People over the age of 65 are more likely to commute by
transit in many cities. Interestingly, this pattern is not
evident in Summit County, where data indicates that
adults aged 65 or older are significantly less likely to
use transit for any of their daily trips (see 3.1.2 Transit
Propensity Summary).
Figure 6 illustrates the percentage of people over the age

of 65 at the census block group level. Overall, Wasatch
County contains a higher percentage of older adults than
Summit County. Within Summit County, block groups
just north of Park City contain the highest percentage
of older adults, although within almost all block groups
within the County, older adults make up more than five
percent of the overall population. The exception is the
block group that makes up the core of Park City’s Old
Town neighborhood.

Figure 6: Older adults (ages 65+)

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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Younger people are more likely to use transit than other
age groups because they are less likely to drive or to own
a car. In Summit County, younger people aged 16 to 19 are
eight times as likely to use transit as the County average,
while people 20 to 24 are more than twice as likely to use

transit (see Table 1: Transit Propensity Factors). Park City’s
Old Town neighborhood, Heber City, and areas just north
of Coalville have the highest percentage of youths aged 16 24. Overall, Summit County has a higher youth percentage
than Wasatch County.

Figure 7: Youth (aged 16 –24 years)

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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2.1.7 Disability.
People with disabilities typically use public transit more
frequently than those without disabilities. Some people
with disabilities may be unable to use fixed route transit
service, even with accessible vehicles, because the nature
of their disability prevents them from walking to bus stops
or from navigating a transit system. These individuals
often rely on ADA paratransit service to complete their
trips. In the absence of accessible and reliable transit or
paratransit service, they may rely on taxis, ride-hailing
services, human services transportation providers, or
rides from friends or family in private vehicles.

Figure 8 below identifies where people with a disability
live. Eight percent of Wasatch County residents have
some type of limiting disability with a particularly high
share in Heber City where 23 percent of residents in the
neighborhood west of US-40 report having a disability.
Five percent of Summit County residents have some
type of limiting disability with the highest concentration
showing to reside in northeastern parts of Park City (north
of Prospector).
This densities in Figure 8 almost exactly matches the
densities for populations over age 65 shown in Figure 6.
This is expected as people over age 65 are four time more
likely to have a disability than younger populations.

Figure 8: People with disabilities

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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area with very few minorities located in Snyderville, in the

2.1.8 Race.
Individuals who identify as a race or ethnicity other than
Non-Hispanic White have a higher propensity to use
public transit in Summit County. This is largely because
racial/ethnic minority groups typically have lower average
household incomes compared to Non-Hispanic Whites
and are somewhat less likely to own private cars. The
areas with large shares of minorities are spread through
Wasatch and Summit counties, although there is a small

center of the Snyderville Basin. In Summit County, the
neighborhoods of Summit Park, Prospector, and Old Town
Park City feature relatively high shares of ethnic/racial
minority groups. In Heber City, the northwestern quadrant
of the city north of SR-113 also has a relatively high share.
The large block group in northern Wasatch County, shaded
dark purple and including the community of Hideout, is in
fact very sparsely populated and contains few minorities.

Figure 9: Racial/ethnic minorities

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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2.1.9 Foreign-born residents.
When compared to other demographic groups, foreignborn residents have a higher propensity to use transit,
the reasons for which are unclear. One explanation
is that a significant number of international workers
fill seasonal employment in the resort and hospitality

industry in the area, and so may not have access to a
car. Furthermore, many people born outside the United
States are from countries where riding public transit
is relatively common and they have simply continued
this travel behavior in Summit County. The highest
percentage of foreign-born residents live in Park City
and Kimball Junction.

Figure 10: Foreign-born residents

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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2.1.10 Summit Bike Share.
Summit Bike Share is a vital complement to the Park
City Transit system for many types of trips. Its bikes can
access many residential streets where large transit buses
cannot safely operate and they are often available at times
or locations where bus service is inconvenient or not
available. The system is composed of 190 e-bikes available
for short-term rentals for residents, workers, and visitors,

based at 20 stations throughout the Basin and Park City.
Figure 11 shows the number of memberships purchased
by residents of Summit and Wasatch counties, from 2018
to 2020. Memberships include annual, monthly, day-pass,
and pay-per-ride options. Not surprisingly, most Summit
Bike Share memberships are purchased by passengers who
live in the western Summit County, where all bike share
stations are located.

Figure 11: Summit bike share purchases

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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2.2 Transit ridership analysis.
This section provides an overview of route structure,
ridership, and productivity metrics for the five Park City
Transit (PCT) routes that are included within the scope
of this study because they operate within the County, but
outside of Park City Municipal boundaries.
•

•

Ridership measures the annual number of boardings
for each route. It is important because it quantifies
the number of individuals who benefit from the route
and is a useful way of measuring the route’s impact on
congestion, air quality, access to employment, and more.
Productivity (utilization) measures the number of
passengers per vehicle hour by route. It is important
because it highlights which routes are efficient and
have a relatively low cost per passenger. Routes
with low productivity typically have a high cost
per passenger and may benefit from realignment,
replacement in part or in full with on demand service,
or other changes.

Other PCT routes and the Park City-Salt Lake City
Connect (PC-SLC) are not shown. PCT Routes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
and 9 were suspended during the shoulder season of 2020
because of COVID-194. While the 10 White will continue
to be operated by PCT in the immediate term, it has been
included in this document due to the significant number
of transfers to and from this route and its importance
as part of an integrated network. The Kimball Junction
Circulator was also outside of the scope of this analysis.

Route.

Annual
ridership.6.

Route
productivity.7

6 Lime

410,000

19.0

7 Pink

250,000

13.7

8 Brown
/ Trailside
Loop

60,000

9.3

10 White

580,000

20.8

11 Black

20,000

Feeder routes that circulate through neighborhoods and
connect to SR-224, such as the route formerly known as
the 8 Brown, have the lowest ridership and productivity,
while routes operating mostly along SR-224 and Park
Avenue are the most popular and productive. Most of
the routes experience significant seasonality, with a
winter high season and a bump in ridership during the
summer and lower ridership in spring and fall.
For this analysis, the seasons are categorized as follows:
ɒ

Spring – March, April, May

ɒ

Summer – June, July, August

ɒ

Fall – September, October, November

ɒ

Winter – December, January, February

2.2.2 Impact of COVID-19.
The COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on
transit ridership in Summit County. In addition, both the
City and County expect to see a decrease in the revenues
that fund transit service as a result of the impact of the
pandemic on local tax revenues. In recent months, the
Joint Transit Advisory Board (JTAB) conducted a survey
and collected public and stakeholder comments regarding
potential changes to service to mitigate a potential loss
in transit revenue. They proposed several changes to the
transit network during Winter 2020-2021, including some
that affect the routes discussed in this report.

Route.

Proposed changes
for winter 2020/2021.

6 Lime

Frequency is reduced (relative to previous years)
to 15- or 30-minute headways depending on time
of day, saving ~$200,000. Route currently serves
Deer Valley Resort

7 Pink

Frequency is reduced (relative to previous years)
to 30-minute headways, saving ~$25,000

8 Brown

No additional changes

10 White

Frequency is reduced (relative to previous
years) to 15-or 30-minute headways depending
on time of day, saving ~$320,000

11 Black

No additional changes

8.8

Routes not included are 1 Red, 2 Green, 3 Blue, 4 Orange, Trolley, 5 Yellow, 9 Purple, City-Wide, and on demand
2019 Data. 2020 ridership and utilization were significantly lower due to the impact of COVID-19
6
Productivity / utilization is a measure of efficiency (passengers per vehicle hour)
4
5
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2.2.3 System and route level data.
Route network and key destinations.
The PCT routes included in this study are shown in

relation to key destinations in the Snyderville Basin.
Most key destinations in Snyderville Basin are clustered
along the SR-224, SR-248, and I-80 corridors. 11 Black
(Kamas Commuter) is only partially shown on Figure 12.

Figure 12: Route Network and
Key Destinations

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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Utilization by route, FY 2019.
In 2019, all routes except the 8 Brown and 11 Black
exceeded an average productivity of ten passengers per
hour. While it is likely that there are still opportunities

to further increase the productivity of these routes, this
indicates that it is unlikely that these routes should be
removed or replaced with on-demand transit based on
their high productivity in 2019.

Figure 13: FY 2019 Utilization by route

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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Utilization by route, FY 2020.
In 2020, productivity declined significantly across all
routes when compared to 2019, due to a decrease in
ridership caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. While

route frequency and vehicle hours have also been
reduced to account for lower ridership, it was not
possible to reduce these as significantly as ridership, as
there is a minimum viable frequency required to provide
a useful service for the remaining passengers.

Figure 14: FY 2020 Utilization by route

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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Areas served by the existing
route network.
As shown in Figure 15, most key destinations are
accessible within a five minute walk of the nearest fixed
route bus stop. The Utah Olympic Park is the only notable
key destination unserved by the existing transit network.

However, there are still some areas of the Snyderville
Basin that cannot easily access the transit system,
including the Silver Summit and Silver Creek near the
US-40 and I-80 interchange, as well as upland portions
of the Summit Park and Jeremy Ranch neighborhoods.
Also, during winter, snow and ice can make even short
walks challenging.

Figure 15: Areas served by
existing route network

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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6 Lime: Ecker Hill/select trips
to Deer Valley.
The existing PCT 6 Lime operates primarily along SR-224
(which turns into Park Ave.), connecting Ecker Hill Park
& Ride to the Park City Mountain Village Transit Hub. In
summer, the route serves the Kimball Junction Transit
Center (KJTC), Canyons Village Transit Hub, Fresh

Market (A-Fresh), and the Park City Mountain Village
Transit Hub, where there is a transfer to the City Wide
route. In the winter, this route is extended to serve the
Old Town Transit Center (OTTC) and Deer Valley Resort
after it leaves Park City Mountain. The most popular
stops on the 6 Lime include Ecker Hill Park & Ride,
Outlets Park City, KJTC, Canyons Transit Hub, Fresh
Market, and Park City Mountain Village Transit Hub.

Figure 16: 6 Lime
ridership by stop

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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Service statistics.
The 6 Lime has relatively high utilization during the winter season because of its access to Park City resorts and the KJTC. In the
summer months, the most popular stops are OTTC and Park City Mountain, while Canyons Transit Hub, KJTC, and Park City
Mountain are the most frequented stops during the winter season.

Service pattern.

Frequency
(minutes).

Span of service.

Productivity /
utilization.8

Annualized

Annual
ridership.

20.7

318,917

Summer9, Monday - Sunday

5:51 AM – 12:15 AM

30

10.7

65,708

Winter , Monday - Sunday

5:51 AM – 12:21 AM

15

27.4

253,209

10

Ridership.
The 6 Lime experiences peak ridership during winter months, with more than double the average daily ridership that
occurs during the remainder of the year. Daily demand patterns follow morning and evening peaks concurrent with resort
in- and out-load and commuting times, though summer hourly peaks are less pronounced. At the “peak of the peak,” the
6 Lime experiences ~300 boardings per hour. The 6 Lime has poor on-time performance (~60%) during the busy winter
months and good on-time performance (~90%) for the rest of the year. This is likely caused by high ridership in the winter,
including many passengers with winter sports gear, which may increase dwell times at stops.

Ridership by hour.
January

August

Boardings per hour

300
200
100
0

12:00 PM

8:00 AM

4:00 PM

8:00 PM

Time of day

Boardings per month

Ridership by month and on-time performance.
Ridership

On-time performance
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0%
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Productivity and utilization are based on FY 2019 totals.
April 11 - November 14.
9
November 15- April 10.
7

8
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7 Pink: Canyons/Summit Park.

Brookhollow Village on Pinebrook Boulevard.

The 7 Pink operates primarily along SR-224 and Kilby Rd., with
a short leg on I-80, connecting Summit Park to the Canyons
Village. The route serves Jeremy Ranch Park & Ride, Ecker Hill
Park & Ride, Kimball Junction Transit Center, and the Canyons
Village Transit Hub, with short deviations off the spine to reach
Pinebrook, Silvers Springs Road, and the upper Canyons Village.
The most popular stop locations are the Canyons Transit
Hub, Canyons Village (Grand Summit), KJTC, Newpark, and

Excluding pandemic conditions, the 7 Pink alignment and
service hours do not vary by season. In the winter, the 7
Pink fixed route is supplemented by free on demand service
within the Canyons Village Master Association (CVMA) area
and adjacent neighborhoods. The CVMA Connect service is
operated by a contractor outside of the PCT umbrella and is
currently funded through a partnership between the County
and the CVMA.

Figure 17: 7 Pink ridership by stop

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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Service statistics.
7 Pink has a lower utilization than the 6 Lime, likely because of the longer distances traveled and more dispersed neighborhoods it
serves. The current alignment values geographic coverage over efficiency of service; a trade-off that is to be thoroughly examined
during later phases of this project. To shorten the run time of the route, during the most recent round of routing adjustments the
transit staff proposed eliminating the five-minute deviation into the Silver Springs neighborhood. However, this proposal was
scrapped after public input indicated an overwhelming level of support for keeping the Silver Springs loop in place. Throughout the
year, the most popular stops are the KJTC, Grand Summit, and Canyons Transit Hub.

Service pattern

Frequency
(minutes)

Span of service

Productivity /
utilization11

Annualized

Ridership

15.5

281,381

Summer,12 Monday - Sunday

5:45 AM - 11:45 PM

30

13.7

144,261

Winter,13 Monday - Sunday

5:45 AM - 11:45 PM

30

18.0

137,120

Ridership.
7 Pink also experiences seasonal demand patterns, although the fluctuations are not as dramatic as seen in other routes.
In this case, summer ridership is closer to winter ridership than on other routes, potentially attributable to the number
of year-round neighborhoods served by the 7 Pink. Hourly demand patterns show morning and afternoon peaks across
seasons. 7 Pink ranks third in ridership among the routes analyzed and serves about 1,100 riders per day in the winter and
about 700 riders per day in the summer. The 7 Pink has good on-time performance throughout the year (90%), with little
seasonal variation.

Ridership by hour.
Boardings per hour
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August

100
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0
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Ridership by month and on-time performance.
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8 Brown: Kimball Junction East.
The route previously known as PCT’s 8 Brown, now
known as the Trailside Loop, operates along Bitner
Road, Highland Drive, Silver Summit Parkway, and
Trailside Drive, serving locations in Kimball Junction
and the Trailside neighborhood, with designated stops
at the Kimball Junction Transit Center, Newpark Resort,
Canyon Creek Club, and Trailside Elementary.
As of July 2020, Summit County, through a private

contractor, took over the operation of this route from
PCT and changed the service mode from fixed route
to a deviated fixed route, with ride requests to or from
all points within the service areas shown below. While
transit ridership has generally been lower than average
since the onset of the pandemic, current ridership on
the route now known as the Trailside Loop has been
trending upwards toward previous levels. However, it
remains one of the lower productivity routes and could
be a candidate for adjustment or replacement with an
on-demand transit service.

Figure 18: 8 Brown ridership by stop

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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Service statistics.
The previous 8 Brown had a relatively low utilization for a fixed route bus service, likely due to the settlement pattern for
the neighborhood it serves, the proximity of that neighborhood to major destinations, and the circuitous street network
connecting the neighborhood to those destinations. During the summer months, the most popular stops are the KJTC,
Newpark, and Redstone, while the KJTC and Canyon Creek are the most popular stops during the winter.

Service pattern

Frequency
(minutes)

Span of service

Annualized

Productivity /
utilization14

Ridership

7.2

44,062

Summer,15 Monday - Sunday

6:00 AM - 12:30 AM

30

3.4

12,581

Winter,16 Monday - Sunday

6:00 AM - 12:30 AM

15-30

12.6

31,481

Ridership.
8 Brown ranks fifth in ridership, serving only about 160 riders per day in the summer, and about 300 passengers per day
in peak winter months. Unlike other routes, 8 Brown has a higher morning demand peak than evening peak in the winter,
probably due to its function as a feeder service to other routes operating on SR-224. The summer hourly demand patterns
are mostly flat. The 8 Brown has poor to moderate on-time performance (~80%) throughout the year, particularly in the
winter months when ridership is highest.

Ridership by hour.
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Ridership by month and on-time performance.
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10 White: Kimball Junction Main
Street express (White).
The 10 White Kimball Junction-Main Street Express,
formerly known as the Electric Xpress, operates along
SR-224 between the KJTC and Old Town Transit Center
(OTTC). Its limited stops also include the Canyons Village
Transit Hub and Fresh Market. This express service is the

high-frequency spine route of the entire transit system
and was the first fully electric express bus route in the
nation. It operates up to 18 hours a day, with 10-minute
headways during peak times during the winter season and
provides over 546,000 annual passenger trips during nonpandemic times. At these high frequencies, the 10 White
can facilitate first-and-last mile connections to or from
other routes in the system, such as the PC-SLC Connect
at Kimball Junction or the 11 Black.

Figure 19: 10 White ridership by stop

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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Service statistics.
The 10 White experiences the highest utilization within the PCT network– because of its extremely high frequency. Before the
COVID-19 pandemic, the route generally operated every ten minutes. Route 10 only serves five stops: the Old Town Transit
Center (OTTC), Fresh Market, the Canyons Transit Hub, the Kimball Junction Transit Center (KJTC), and Park Ave. Condos
(substituting Fresh Market and Park Ave. Condos on outbound and inbound trips, respectively).

Service pattern.

Frequency
(minutes).

Span of service.

Productivity /
utilization.

Ridership.

19.8

546,813

Annualized
Summer,17 Monday - Sunday

6:45 AM - 12:05 AM

10

14.9

222,537

Winter,18 Monday - Sunday

6:45 AM - 12:05 AM

10

25.4

324,276

Ridership.
The 10 White has by far the highest annual ridership of the PCT routes reviewed here, with about 40 percent more passengers
than 6 Lime, which follows a similar alignment along SR-224, but with more stops and several deviations. Route 10 serves about
1,700 passengers per day in the summer and about 2,000 passengers per day during peak winter months, December – March
(reaching more than 7,000 passengers per day on occasion during holiday weekends and special events). The 10 White has very
poor on-time performance during the winter months (~35%) with poor on-time perfomance for the remainder of the year (~60%).

Ridership by hour.
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11 Black: Kamas Commuter.
The 11 Black, also known as the Kamas Commuter,
operates along SR-248 and Deer Valley Drive, connecting
the Kamas Park & Ride and the Old Town Transit Center
in Park City. Key destinations served by this route include
the Kamas Park & Ride, Park City Medical Center, Park
City High School, Fresh Market, and the OTTC. The route
makes one, short deviation from the SR-248 corridor to

serve medical centers in Quinn’s Junction (Park City
Hospital) and an affordable apartment community in
Deer Mountain. Of note and as shown in Figure 20, the
Deer Mountain Affordable Community is within Wasatch
County along the stretch of SR-248 where Wasatch County
extends north into the area surrounded by Summit
County. Wasatch County does not currently fund any of
the 11 Black service.

Figure 20: 11 Black ridership by stop

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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Service statistics.
11 Black has the lowest utilization of the five routes evaluated for this study, but also has experienced the highest ridership
growth among the entire system. Also, low general productivity is to be expected for peak-only, commuter-oriented service, with
only three trips in the morning and three trips in the evening, that also covers very long distances; especially when that service
originates in a rural, sparsely populated area. The most popular stops are OTTC, Adolphs, and Fresh Market.
During its first year of service (2018), PCT also operated a spur of the 11 Black that connected to the KJTC with a transfer
at the Park City Hospital. The team discontinued that connection after one year due to lack of ridership.

Service pattern.

Trips to Kamas.

Trips to Park City.

Annualized

Productivity /
utilization.

Ridership.

7.9

16,221

Summer,19 Monday - Sunday

5:42 AM
6:42 AM
7:30 AM
3:35 PM
4:35 PM
5:35 PM

6:17 AM
7:17 AM
8:06 AM
4:08 PM
5:08 PM
6:08 PM

8.4

9,353

Winter,20 Monday - Sunday

5:42 AM
6:42 AM
7:30 AM
3:35 PM
4:35 PM
5:35 PM

6:17 AM
7:17 AM
8:06 AM
4:08 PM
5:08 PM
6:08 PM

7.2

6,868

Ridership.
11 Black serves a small ridership cohort relative to Park City’s other routes, providing about three percent of the number of trips
served by Park City’s most trafficked line, the 10 White. Demand patterns are relatively flat throughout the year, not showing the
seasonality that is prevalent across Park City’s transit network, likely because of its commuter-oriented service pattern, with few
visitors or residents using the service for non-work trips. 11 Black has on-time performance (80%) throughout the year.

Ridership by hour.
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Ridership by month and on-time performance.
Boardings per month
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2.3 Travel patterns.
A well-designed transit network should connect the origin and destination pairs that people regularly travel between. Based
on stakeholder interviews and travel tracking data, the following common travel patterns are observed in the region:

High-demand location pairs.

Assessment of current transit options.

Kimball Junction and
surrounding areas

Park City

Partially-served: The 10 White and 6 Lime routes provide connections,
although some households are not within walking distance to a bus stop.
In particular, some areas in Summit Park, Jeremy Ranch, and Silver Summit
involve long walks to reach a bus stop.

Heber City

Park City

Not served: There are no transit routes that provide connections for
the many employees who commute from Heber City to Park City and
surrounding areas.

Salt Lake City

Park City and
Kimball Junction

Served: The PC - SLC Connect route (operated by UTA) provides
connections to Kimball Junction, where passengers can connect to the 10
White if traveling to Park City. The PC - SLC Connect operates hourly or less
during off-peak hours.

Kamas and Francis

Park City

Poorly-served: The 11 Black route provides connections although there are
only three morning and three evening trips, meaning the route does not
accommodate many work schedules.

Kamas and Francis

Kimball Junction

Poorly-served: The 11 Black route with a transfer to the 10 White route
provides connections although the 11 Black has only three morning and
three evening trips. When combined with the requirement to transfer, this
journey is unlikely to be appealing for passengers.

Coalville and Henefer

Park City

Not served: There are no routes that provide connections for employees
commuting to Park City from Coalville or Henefer, or other communities in
northern Summit County.

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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901/902: Park City – Salt Lake City
Connect.
Routes 901 and 902 connect Summit County with Salt Lake
City. These routes are funded by Summit County and Park
City and operated by Utah Transit Authority. In 2019, these
two bus routes cost $912,000 to operate, around 25% of
which was offset by fare revenue. Fares are $5.00 per oneway trip ($2.50 for seniors or reduced fare passengers).
Route 902 is the main route, carrying the majority of

passengers and stopping at Salt Lake Central Station,
Downtown Salt Lake City, the University of Utah,
Jeremy Ranch Park and Ride, and Kimball Junction
Transit Center (KJCT). Prior to the COVID-19
pandemic, this route operated eight round-trips per day.
Route 901 only operates during the peak winter months,
providing two round-trips per day between Meadowbrook
Station and KJTC. The most popular stop is KJTC, with
fewer boardings at all other stops.

Figure 21: Rouetes 901 and
902 PC-SLC ridership by stop

Summit County Regional Transit Plan
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3. Recommendations.
As with many transit systems, Summit County bus routes
struggle to balance two competing priorities. The first
priority is to provide frequent and fast trips by running
buses on key corridors where the majority of residents
live and work. The second priority is to provide transit
coverage by having stops within walking distance of as
many residents and businesses as feasible. In order to
provide coverage, transit resources need to be spread
across a larger area, meaning longer waiting times and less
direct trips for passengers. In recent years, microtransit
has emerged as a useful tool for providing transit coverage
efficiently. It allows agencies to prioritize bus service on
major roads, while using microtransit as a first-and-last
mile connector for those living in areas further from
these routes. The bus routes and microtransit service can
be seamlessly integrated using a Mobility-as-a-Service
platform that allows trip planning, booking, payment,
and tracking. This concept was key in developing the
recommendations outlined below.

•

11 Black / Kamas Commuter (102 Gateway /
Kamas Valley Commuter): We recommend
extending this route to Kamas to serve additional
residents and businesses in this rapidly growing
area. Hourly frequencies are recommended instead
of the current six round-trip services per day.

•

Kimball Junction Circulator (103 Kimball
Junction Shuttle): We recommend keeping this
service in its current form. The service should be
consistently branded to indicate to passengers that
it is part of the overall High Valley Transit system.

•

8 Brown / Trailside Loop (104 Bitner Shuttle):
We recommend shortening this route, enabling it
to operate every 15-minutes with a single vehicle
(rather than the current 30-minute frequency).
The route would serve Kimball Junction and
Bitner Road, where the majority of ridership is
concentrated. For passengers living in the Trailside
community, microtransit can offer a better
alternative with shorter walking distances and
waiting times.

•

Canyons Village (105 Canyons Village Shuttle):
We recommend launching a new shuttle route that
connects destinations in Canyons Village with the
Canyons Village Transit Center. This will enable
passengers travelling along SR-224 to easily make
connections to travel within Canyons Village.

The recommended transit network includes the
following routes and services (see system maps below):
•

6 Lime and 7 Pink Bus Routes (101 Spiro / 224
Local): We recommend consolidating the 6 Lime
and 7 Pink routes into a single, high-frequency
route from Jeremy Ranch to Deer Valley, operating
every 15 minutes in each direction. This route will
serve the majority of passengers systemwide and
provide fast and direct trips along SR-224.

Summit County Transit Study
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•

•

Microtransit: We recommend launching a
microtransit service to provide transit coverage
to homes and employers located more than a
quarter mile from bus stops in Summit County.
Initially, the focus should be on serving areas in the
Snyderville Basin, with potential future expansions
to eastern communities in Summit County.
Park City - Salt Lake City Connect: We
recommend increasing the number of trips offered
each day, extending service to Salt Lake City
International Airport, and using a mix of different
vehicle types depending on demand.

•

Heber City (106 Heber Express): We recommend
launching a new route connecting Heber City and
Park City. This route is expected to serve a significant
number of Wasatch County residents travelling to
Summit County for employment and recreation.

•

Coalville: It is unclear whether there is sufficient
demand to provide service between Coalville and
the Snyderville Basin. We recommend launching
a pilot to test demand by offering a pre-booked
shuttle service with several round trips per week,
allowing residents to demonstrate if there is a need
for improved transportation.

Figure 22: High Valley Transit
recommended system map

Summit County Transit Study
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High Valley Transit recommended
system map
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3.1 Existing services.

Jeremy Ranch and Park City/Deer Valley.

This section of the report discusses recommendations
for existing transit services in Summit County, including
those operated by Park City Transit and Downtowner
that will be transferred to Summit County on July 1st,
2021.

Combining these routes will require High Valley Transit
to determine which route to follow for segments where
the 6 Lime and 7 Pink do not currently overlap. We
recommend that the network prioritize a simple and
direct route between key destinations. Operating a
single, consolidated route will mean shorter journey
times between important trip generators such as
Ecker Hill Park and Ride, Kimball Junction Transit
Center, Park City, and the major resorts. A more direct
route will also result in lower operating costs as fewer
vehicles are needed to provide 15 minute headways.
This recommendation will result in some passengers
losing fixed route bus service, notably the Silver
Springs and Summit Park neighborhoods. However, the
benefit for the majority of riders is clear, and several
recommendations have been developed to mitigate this
impact. Specifically, for those unable to access a safe
bus stop on the new route, microtransit will provide an
alternative option. Some passengers may have to walk
further to reach the nearest stop on the new route, but
increased service frequency will lead to shorter average
wait times.

6 Lime and 7 Pink Bus Routes
(101 Spiro / 224 Local)
There is significant overlap between the 6 Lime and 7
Pink bus routes, with several segments operating along
the same sections of the SR-224 corridor. The majority of
ridership occurs at several key stops, with many 7 Pink
stops in Summit Park and Silver Springs completing less
than 10 boardings per day. Both routes only operate every
30 minutes, except during the winter peak when the 6
Lime operates every 15 minutes. In order to improve
the frequency of service along the SR-224 corridor and
eliminate redundancy, we recommend consolidating
these two routes into a single route. This will also
address stakeholder feedback, as many requested faster,
more frequent service including a direct trip between

Parameter.

Recommendation.

New route name

101 Spiro / 224 Local

Frequency

15 minutes (each direction)

Service hours

5:45 AM - 11:30 PM

Vehicles

Seven 40 ft buses (plus spares)

One-way travel time

45 minutes (each direction)

Annual vehicle hours

45,300 hours

Annual mileage

659,000 miles

Terminals
Annual ridership forecast

Summit County Transit Study

Jeremy Ranch
Deer Valley Resort
660,000 boardings
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Figure 23: 101 - Spiro Line 224 Local
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11 Black / Kamas Commuter (102
Gateway / Kamas Valley Commuter).
Analysis of peak ridership shows that the 11 Black / Kamas
Commuter route requires a full-size bus, and that the
current route alignment and service levels are justified
by demand. In fact, several stakeholders commented
that increased frequency would increase ridership,
particularly for those who are seeking to travel outside
of peak hours. Continued population growth in the

Parameter.

Recommendation.

New route name

102 Gateway / Kamas Valley
Commuter

Frequency

60 minutes (each direction)

Service hours

6:00 AM - 8:00 PM

Vehicles

Two 35 ft buses (plus spares)

One-way travel time

40 minutes (each direction)

Annual vehicle hours

3,700 hours

Annual mileage

88,600 miles

Kamas Valley supports the need for hourly service in
each direction in the near future. Adding a bus stop in
Francis is recommended, as this will increase ridership
by expanding access to residents and workers in the
community at little additional cost. Adding stops
near Hideout and the intersection of Jordanelle
Parkway and SR-248 is also recommended, although
infrastructure such as bus bays and safe pedestrian
crossing facilities are recommended prior to adding
these stops.

Old Town Transit Center
Terminals
Francis Town Clerk
Annual ridership
forecast

20,000 boardings

Summit County Transit Study
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Figure 24: 102 Gateway / Kamas
Valley Commuter route map

Summit County Transit Study
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Kimball Junction Circulator
(103 Kimball Junction Shuttle).
The Kimball Junction Circulator is designed to provide
connections within Kimball Junction, in particular for

Parameter.

Recommendation.

New route name

103 Kimball Junction Shuttle

Frequency

20 minutes (loop)

Service hours

9:00 AM - 10:00 PM

Vehicles

One shuttle (plus spares)

One-way travel time

12 minutes (each direction)

Annual vehicle hours

4,600 hours

Annual mileage

60,000 miles

Terminals

Kimball Junction Circulator

Annual ridership forecast

60,000 boardings

passengers travelling to and from the Transit Center.
Generally, the route and schedule appear to be optimal
given the road layout and destinations in the area.
Therefore, we recommend no changes to this route.

Figure 25: 103 - Kimball Junction
Shuttle route map

Summit County Transit Study
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8 Brown / Trailside Loop
(104 Bitner Shuttle).
Ridership on the 8 Brown / Trailside Loop is largely
concentrated along Bitner Road and Kimball Junction.
Ridership is relatively low in the Trailside area. This
is likely due to low-density development patterns, as
many residents are not within easy walking distance of
a bus stop. Simulations determined that microtransit
would enable significantly expanded service in eastern

areas of the Snyderville Basin for a comparable cost,
while improving quality of service, with shorter walking
distances to stops and shorter average wait times. For
high-ridership stops along Bitner Road and in Kimball
Junction, a fixed route shuttle is recommended. With
a single vehicle operating on a loop, this shuttle can
operate with 15-minute frequency and can serve current
ridership levels with a 12-passenger cutaway bus,
reducing the cost to operate the route compared to the
larger buses used on the 8 Brown.

Parameter.

Recommendation.

New route name

104 Bitner Shuttle

Frequency

15 minutes (each direction)

Service hours

6:00 AM - 11:30 PM

Vehicles

One 12 seater van or cutaway bus (plus spares)

One-way travel time

15 minutes loop

Annual vehicle hours

6,000

Annual mileage

111,000

Terminals

Kimball Junction Transit Center

Annual ridership forecast

50,000 boardings

Figure 26: 104 - Bitner Shuttle
route map

Summit County Transit Study
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Park City - Salt Lake City Connect.
Existing ridership and stakeholder feedback suggest that
increasing the route frequency and adding an additional
stop at Salt Lake City Airport will increase ridership and
potentially reduce the cost per passenger for this route.
By operating the service with a range of vehicle sizes,
including smaller vans during off-peak hours, High
Valley Transit could operate more trips each day for a
similar cost.
Several stakeholders mentioned that the current eight
round-trips per day on weekdays are not sufficient for
many passengers’ schedules. In particular, those traveling
outside of peak hours have limited travel options.
Additionally, the service operates only 6 daily round-trips
on Saturdays and Sundays. Increasing the frequency of
the service and adding trips later in the evening and on
weekends is likely to increase ridership as more passengers
will find a trip that suits their travel needs. The increased
frequency will likely result in higher operating costs, but
these may be offset by additional fare revenue and operating
with smaller, right-sized vehicles during off-peak hours.
Currently, passengers arriving at the airport need to travel

to Salt Lake Central Station in order to connect with the
PC-SLC service. By adding a stop at the airport station,
tourists and residents traveling from the airport can get
to Summit County directly without a transfer. Seamless
integration with the 101 Spiro / 224 Local will allow
passengers traveling to Park City to plan and book their
entire trip to and from the airport in one place. As many
of these passengers would alternatively consider taxis or
TNCs for trips beginning or ending at SLC International
Airport, their willingness to pay is higher than local
residents. Therefore, we recommend charging a higher
fare for trips beginning or ending at the airport to reduce
the subsidy required. An additional benefit of offering trips
from the airport is that planning and booking this trip
using the High Valley Transit app will encourage visitors
to download the app prior to arrival in Summit County,
increasing the likelihood they may use public transit for
the remainder of their trip.
The current PC-SLC Connect service costs approximately
$140 per vehicle-hour. The current High Valley Transit
shuttle services (e.g., Kimball Junction Circulator) cost
approximately $60 per vehicle hour for smaller vans. By
operating certain trips with these vehicles, this route could
be operated at a lower hourly cost.

Parameter.

Recommendation.

New route name

107 PC - SLC Connect

Frequency

60 - 90 minutes on weekdays

Service hours

5:00 AM to 8:00 PM daily

Vehicles

Large vans / cutaway buses / full-sized buses depending on the time of day and season

One-way travel time

145 - 160 minutes

Annual vehicle hours

Depends on budget

Annual mileage

Depends on budget
SLC International Airport

Terminals
Kimball Junction Transit Center
Annual ridership forecast

Summit County Transit Study

Depends on budget
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Figure 27: 107 - Park City / Salt Lake City
Connect route map (proposed)

Figure 28: 107 - Park City / Salt Lake City
Connect route map (proposed)

Summit County Transit Study
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3.2 New routes and
service expansion.
Canyons Village
(105 Canyons Village Shuttle).
Canyons Village is a resort community located along
SR-224 between Kimball Junction and Park City. It is
a major travel demand generator and an important
destination for public transit. Currently, the 7 Pink
is the only bus route that currently enters Canyons
Village, with the 10 White / Main Street Express and 6

Parameter.

Recommendation.

New route name

105 Canyons Village Shuttle

Frequency

15 minutes (loop)

Service hours

6:00 AM to 10:00 PM

Vehicles

One 12 seater van or cutaway
bus (plus spares)

One-way travel time

15-minute loop

Annual vehicle hours

5,500

Annual mileage

65,000

Terminals

Canyons Village Transit Hub

Annual ridership
forecast

50,000 boardings

Summit County Transit Study

Lime routes both serving the Canyons Village Transit
Hub, located at the entrance to the Village.
Due to the proposed changes to the 7 Pink, there will
no longer be bus service inside Canyons Village, except
for the CV Connect On-Demand shuttles which operate
during the peak winter months only. While many
visitors will be able to ride the Cabriolet, this service
is not free and does not operate during certain times
and weather conditions. Therefore, it is important
to provide a replacement service for passengers
seeking to travel into Canyons Village. For this reason,
we recommend a shuttle route connecting major
destinations in Canyons Village to the transit hub.
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Figure 29: 105 - Canyons Village Shuttle
route map

Summit County Transit Study
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Heber City (106 Heber Express).
We recommend adding fixed route bus service between
Summit County and Heber City. The Heber Valley and
surrounding areas have a relatively high population
and employment density, and many residents regularly
commute to Summit County. While hourly service
is recommended at launch, as Wasatch County areas

Parameter.

Recommendation.

New route name

106 Heber Express

Frequency

60 minutes (each direction)

Service hours

6:00 AM - 8:00 PM

Vehicles

35 ft buses

One-way travel time

5-10 minutes

Annual vehicle hours

8,500

Annual mileage

196,000

continue to rapidly grow and ridership increases,
30-minute frequency may be warranted. We recommend
launching service on this corridor as soon as feasible to
ensure capacity as the Mayflower Resort and associated
housing and retail facilities are completed. The
exact route alignment should be determined in close
collaboration with Wasatch County authorities, but a
proposed alignment is shown below.

Old Town Transit Center
Terminals

Walmart Supercenter
(Heber City)

Summit County Transit Study
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Figure 30: 106 Heber Express

Summit County Transit Study
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Coalville.
The study determined that while there is some demand
for transit service between Coalville and the Snyderville
Basin, the low anticipated ridership is likely to result
in a high subsidy per passenger. However, the survey
conducted as part of this study did receive a high number
of requests for service to Coalville. It is recommended
that Summit County Council evaluate the performance
of the existing transit network in the future and
determine based on funding availability if this service is
to be prioritized.

Microtransit.
Many areas of Summit County could benefit from
coverage-oriented transit services. While there is a
clear transit need throughout the Snyderville Basin,
low-density development patterns make it difficult to
operate transit efficiently while also providing service

within walking distance of most residents. This study
recommends launching an on-demand transit service
(often known as microtransit) focused on populated
areas that are not able to access fixed route services.
Utilizing microtransit to provide transit coverage in
lower-density areas will also allow High Valley Transit to
implement direct, frequent, and productive fixed route
services, like the 101 Spiro/224 Local.
Microtransit services are on-demand transit services
typically featuring dynamic vehicle routing and smaller
vehicles. In order to maximize the efficiency of the
service and reduce possible cannibalization of fixed route
ridership, we recommend that wherever practical, the
microtransit’s operating rules direct passenger trips to
the nearest major bus stop (indicated by timepoints)
on the fixed route network. This is desirable because it
aggregates demand on larger fixed route vehicles and
reserves microtransit vehicles for passengers whose trips
cannot be served by the fixed route network.

Parameter.

Recommendation.

New route name

‘Micro’ by High Valley Transit

Frequency

10-15 minute average wait times

Service hours

5:00 AM - 1:00 AM

Vehicles

~8 vans (minimum 6 seats per vehicle)

One-way travel time

N/A

Annual vehicle hours

42,000 hours

Annual mileage

630,000 hours

Terminals

Hubs located in Kimball Junction Transit Center, Canyons Village Transit Center,
and Ecker Hill Park and Ride.

Annual ridership forecast

110,000 boardings

Summit County Transit Study
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Figure 31: ‘Micro’ on-demand
microtransit service zone
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